The trapping of electrons in the ponderomotive potential wells, which governs a free electron laser or inverse free electron laser at high gain, is analogous to the channeling of charged particles by atomic planes of a crystal. A bent crystal is analogous to a period-tapered free electron laser. This analogy is different from the well-known one between channeling radiation and undulator radiation.
INTRODUCTION
When a fast charged particle enters a crystal parallel to, or at small angle with, a family of atomic planes (see Fig. 1 ), it is gently but firmly deflected by successive collisions with atoms belonging to a same plane (see, for instance'). The particle is essentially subject to the so-called continuous potential V(x), which is the electrostatic crystal potential averaged over the coordinates y and z parallel to the planes. Particles trapped in a well of the continuous potential are said to be channeled. A similar phenomenon can happen in a free electron laser (FEL) : the electron can be trapped in a well of the so-called ponderomotive potential, which results from the superposition of the undulator magnetic field and the incoming radiation field. Crystal channeling potential deflects the particle without changing its energy, whereas a FEL decelerates it without changing the transverse momentum, but otherwise, they have more than one analogous properties. We will discuss some of the latter below in very simplified, but parallel, presentations of channeling and FEL. We think that such a presentation may help to understand the basic mechanism of the free electron laser (for a more standard presentation see, for instance2).
We must warn the reader that the analogy discussed in this paper must not be confused with the wellestablished similarity between channeling radiation and undulator radiation.
MOMENTUM EXCHANGE BETWEEN A CRYSTAL AND A CHANNELED PARTICLE
The continuous potential energy U(x) = ZeV(x) is periodic and repulsive from the planes for positive particles, attractive to the planes for negative particles (Ze is the particle charge). Neglecting the effect of the noncontinuous part of the potential, the parallel momentum p11 = (pa, Pz) as well as the so-called transverse energy (1) are conserved (€ is the total relativistic energy of the particle). The equations of motion are dr p dp =-, --=-U(x).
( Figure 1 . Two different trajectories of a channeled particle in a crystal, for the same entrance angle
Particles with low enough transverse energy are channeled, i.e. oscillate either between two planes if positively charged, or near one plane if negatively charged. A necessary, but not sufficient, condition for channeling is that the entrance angle b with respect to the planes is to be smaller than the critical (Lindhard) angle .
(3) Fig. 1 shows two examples of channeling trajectories followed by positive particles, say positrons. They are assumed to be initially parallel (the same positive px), however not with the same entrance point, so that their subsequent trajectories are different. Positron 1 happens to make an odd number of bounces on the planes and exits the crystal with roughly reversed Px• Positron 2, on the other hand, makes an even number of bounces and exit roughly parallel to the incident direction. For a beam of many positrons, one expects that the average change @'Px) of the electron momentum is opposite in sign to the initial Px . Due to momentum conservation, the crystal receives an average momentum (/PX) per electron.
ENERGY EXCHANGE BETWEEN FIELD AND PARTICLE IN A FEL
Let us briefly recall the principle of a free electron laser. Consider an helical undulator with the magnetic field B(z) deriving from the vector potential A(z) = a {*cos(kz) + rsin(kz)J . ='y (ih12. Let us assume that a circularly polarized incoming wave E(t, z), deriving from the vector potential
travels in the same direction as the electron. This wave transfers energy to the electron at the rate* .
e2w
For most values of v this quantity oscillates very fast so that c does not vary significantly. However if v is close to the resonant velocity Vrk, (11) the phase of the sine varies slowly and significant energy transfers occur between the electron and the incoming wave. An alternative point of view is that at v Vr the peak frequency of the spontaneous undulator radiation in the forward direction is close to w so that the field radiated by the electron strongly interfere, constructively or destructively, with the incoming wave. Let us assume > 0. From (10) one can see that an electron close to the resonant velocity and at z slightly above Vrt, gains energy. Accordingly, the longitudinal velocity, given by (6), increases. More generally, this occurs if z -Vrt flA S slightly positive, where n is the integer and A = 2ir/w is the incoming wavelength. If z -Vrt (more generally, z -Vrt iiA) S slightly negative, the electron loses energy. To summarize, the electron is repelled from the hyperplanes ZVrtfl).
Similarly, it is attracted toward the hyperplanes ZVrt (n+)A.
In Fig. 2 the repelling hyperplanes (dashed lines) follow the diagonals of the parallelograms made by two successive vertical lines z = A x integer and two successive wave front lines z -t = Ax integer (A = 2ir/k is the undulator period) . The repulsion by hyperplanes is analogous to the repulsion by atomic planes for a positive channeled particle in a crystalt. Fig. 2 shows the trajectory of an electron with initial longitudinal velocityt slightly above Vr. It bounces once on a repelling hyperplane and exits the undulator with a longitudinal velocity slightly below Vr. Due to the fact that v is always close to 1, the bending of the trajectory in the (z, t) plane is not spectacular, but it corresponds to a significant decrease of the electron energy1 . This decrease means that the incoming wave has been amplified (stimulated emission) . The value of Le = Cout -€j depends, for fixed , on the time at which the electron enters the undulator. Nevertheless, since v oscillates about Vr 85 the electron oscillates between the hyperplanes, the average change (&) is expected to be either negative if is slightly above Vr , or positive if is slightly below Vr. This reminds us the correlation between the signs of initial Px and (/Px) in the channeling case. In the case vj > Vr the undulator works as a free electron laser. In the case < Vr the incoming radiation is partly absorbed and the undulator works as an accelerator (inverse FEL).
The curvature of the trajectory in longitudinal space-time appears more clearly in the resonant frame (t* , which is in translation at the resonant velocity with respect to the laboratory frame. In this frame (see Fig.  3 ), the undulator field looks like a free, circularly polarized, electromagnetic plane wave of the same angular *Ifl Eqs.(5-10), the contribution of to vi and pj is neglected, i.e., we assume that = e a/m is small compared to unity. However, it would be misleading to view the summits (gray dots) of the parallelograms as "atoms" of a "space-time crystal". tThis is the longitudinal velocity just after entering the undulator field. It differs from the electron velocity before entrance, due to the effective mass, see (6 -8). This is a kind of refraction in (z, t) space.
§ it appears more clearly if one looks at the figure at grazing angle. 
where fz,r S the effective Lorentz factor at resonant velocity, given by 7z,r (1 -v112 w/(2k) .
incoming wave undulator magnetic field
x Figure 3 . Electron or positron world line, as in Fig. 2 , but viewed in the resonant frame. In the laboratory frame particle 1 is decelerated, particle 2 is accelerated.
CHANNELING IN A BENT CRYSTAL VERSUS PERIOD-TAPERED UNDULATOR
If the crystal is bent,1 a channeled positive particle can follow the curvature of the planes and then be deflected by an angle much larger than (Fig. 4) . A necessary (but not sufficient) condition is that the centrifugal force €v/R is smaller than the maximum slope Uax of the channeling potential: i<x (18) R being the curvature radius and R is the so-called Tsyganov radius.
The analog of a bent crystal is a period-tapered undulator, i.e., an undulator where the magnets spacing increases or decreases with z. One can see in Fig. 5 that it results in a bending of the " channeling hyperplanes". Hence the particle can suffer a velocity change in the resonant frame much larger than 2v. If the period is decreasing with z, as in Fig. 5 , a radiating particle can stay in resonance in spite of losing energy, since the resonant velocity also decreases. This phenomenon can be used to extract more energy from the electrons in a FEL (here we do not consider the other type of tapering which consists in a decrease of the amplitude of IBUI with z) . Conversely, an inverse FEL with an increasing magnet spacing is able to communiquate more energy to an electron or positron beam. The maximum deceleration or acceleration rate (maximum curvature in Fig. 5 ) is proportional to the maximum gradient of the ponderomotive potential. In the resonant frame, it is given by (20)
Keeping the particle at resonance, i.e. taking = 'y given by (17) , we arrive at the maximum tapering3
lilt max max where z€ and LA are the variations of the electron energy and of the undulator period A(z) between two consecutive periods and = e a/m.
CONCLUSION
We have seen that the curvature of a channeled particle trajectory in a crystal has a particular analogy with the deceleration or acceleration of an electron in a free electron laser. In the first case the trajectory is curved in the (x, z) plane, in the second case, it is curved in the (z, t) plane. A period-tapered undulator is the analogue of a t incoming wave tapered undulator field bent crystal. To the channeling condition < corresponds the trapping condition (16) and to the Tsyganov radius R corresponds the maximum tapering rate (21). We must say that our presentation of the free electron laser mechanism is far from complete. First of all, we have assumed that the electron is trapped inside a well of the ponderomotive potential, following condition (16). In other words we considered only the strong coupling regime. We also restricted to helical undulators to avoid oscillations of v, and the generation of harmonics. We ignored the interactions between the electrons of a bunch, etc. However, we think that the comparison with channeling can help to get a first intuitive insight of FEL.
One may pursue the analogy in the weak coupling regime v/v < 1, where the electron jumps from well to well. At channeling, it corresponds to over-barrier particles ( > In the weak coupling, the FEL gain is proportional to the derivative of the frequency spectrum of the spontaneous radiation (Madey's theorem). It would be interesting to see if, after traversal of a straight crystal by a channeled particle, the average momentum transfer (Lp) is given by a similar formula.
